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Software Process: An OverviewSoftware Process: An Overview

 The roadmap to building high quality software products is software 
engineering process.

 Various software processes are designed in order to meet in OPTIMAL way
the needs of software engineers and managers as they undertake the 
development of a specific software product. Different types of software 
projects require different software engineering processes.
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Software Process: An Overview (cont.)Software Process: An Overview (cont.)

 A software process provides a well-structured framework for managing activities 
that can very easily get out of control. “No framework (no well-defined and tested 
activities) = NO control and NO quality at all”.

 Software process models used by professional software engineers and developers
to manage large-scale (with hundreds of thousands and millions lines of code 
amd dozens of SW engineers involved)  software projects.

 A well-planned and well-managed software process will produce high quality 
products (programs/codes, data and data structures, documentation), on time and 
within designated budget.

 In some particular cases (small projects; projects in small-size companies with limited 
number of SE engineers and SW developers), software processes must be agile, 
demanding only those activities, controls, and work products that are appropriate for 
software team and/or software product (Details are available in Ch. 4)
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Software Development: Core Activities Software Development: Core Activities 
Software Life Cycle or Generic Process FrameworkSoftware Life Cycle or Generic Process Framework

 Initiation/Communication (getting input initial)Initiation/Communication (getting input initial)

 Planning (resources, time, cost, etc.)Planning (resources, time, cost, etc.)

 Analysis/Modeling/PrototypingAnalysis/Modeling/Prototyping

 Analysis of requirementsAnalysis of requirements

 Design Models (Diagrams)Design Models (Diagrams)

 Development (construction)Development (construction)

 Code generationCode generation

 TestingTesting

 Deployment/ImplementationDeployment/Implementation

1. Communication / Initiation (collaboration with a customer, gathering  of requirements, 
meetings with stakeholders, formulation of “doable” tasks and 
requirements) 

2. Planning / Scheduling (establishes engineering work plan, describes technical risks, 
lists resource requirements, work products produced, and defines
timetable of all project activities) 

3. Analysis/Modeling/ Prototyping (creation of models to help developers and customers understand the 
requirements and software design)

4. Construction/Code Development (code development and testing) 
5. Deployment/Implementation (software delivered for customer implementation, evaluation, and feedback)
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SW: Umbrella (Support) ActivitiesSW: Umbrella (Support) Activities

Software project management (allows team to assess progress and take corrective action to maintain schedule) 
Testing/Formal technical reviews (assess engineering work products to uncover and remove errors before they 

propagate to next activity) 
Risk management (assess risks that may affect project outcomes or quality) 
Software quality assurance (activities required to maintain software quality) 
Measurement (define and collect process, project, and product measures to assist the software 

team in delivering software meeting customer needs) 
Software configuration management / change management  (manage effects of change) 
Reusability management (defines criteria for work product reuse and establish mechanisms to achieve 

component reuse) 
Work product preparation and production (activities to create models, documents, logs, forms, lists, etc.)

 Software project management (SPM)

 Testing/Formal technical reviews  (FTR)

 Risk management (RM)

 Software quality assurance (SQA)

 Measurement (measures, metrics, indicators)

 Software configuration management (SCM)

 Reusability management

 Work product preparation and production of 
documentation

!!!

Did you see those terms 
(job titles) in job 
descriptions in HW 1 
answers?
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5 SE framework activities (for large SW projects, or in large5 SE framework activities (for large SW projects, or in large--size size 
companies). companies). 

But … in what order?   returns/iterations/loops?   Feedback fromBut … in what order?   returns/iterations/loops?   Feedback from
users?users?
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Main Types of Process FlowMain Types of Process Flow
(various types will have significant impact on project time, cos(various types will have significant impact on project time, cost, human resources, quality, etc.)t, human resources, quality, etc.)

a) Linear process flow ( no feedback, no iterations/loops)

b) Iterative process flow ( a circular manner, with a 
feedback, with iterations)

c) Evolutionary process flow (with various versions or 
increments released) 

d) Parallel process flow ( no feedback, no iterations/loops, 
with parallel activities)

Software team (project manager, system analyst, software engineers, etc.) MUST identify the 
best (optimal) process flow or, possibly, a combination of them for a specific software project.
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Question: Why do we need to know all those types of Question: Why do we need to know all those types of 
SE Process Flow?SE Process Flow?
Answer: It is about Money, Time, People, and Quality. Answer: It is about Money, Time, People, and Quality. 
(Various types will have significant impact on project time, cos(Various types will have significant impact on project time, cost, human resources, quality, etc.)t, human resources, quality, etc.)
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Linear Process Flow: The Waterfall ModelLinear Process Flow: The Waterfall Model

The Waterfall Model suggest a systematic, linear, sequential approach to SW D&D that 
begins at the system level and progresses through 1) communication, 2) planning, 3) 
modeling, 4) construction, and 5) deployment. 

(Although the author – Winston Royce, 1970 – made provisions for “feedback loops”, the 
vast majority of SD companies treat it as if it is was strictly linear.
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Pros and Cons of Waterfall ModelPros and Cons of Waterfall Model

+)+)

 Simple and clearSimple and clear

 WellWell--formalizedformalized

 Easy to monitor Easy to monitor 

--) ) 

 No feedback from users (no involvement of users into SW D&D)No feedback from users (no involvement of users into SW D&D)

 No flexibility in project activitiesNo flexibility in project activities

Bottom Line:Bottom Line:

 Real largeReal large--scale projects rarely follow this model because scale projects rarely follow this model because 

a) it requires ALL requirements to be known in advance; a) it requires ALL requirements to be known in advance; 

b) the working model will be available only at the very end; b) the working model will be available only at the very end; 

c) customers are not involved into process, c) customers are not involved into process, 

etc.). etc.). 

 It works for It works for smallsmall--size routine projectssize routine projects ((nothing innovativenothing innovative in these projects)in these projects)

 It usually used by It usually used by very experiencedvery experienced software developerssoftware developers
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Linear Process Flow: The V ModelLinear Process Flow: The V Model

This is a variation of the Waterfall Model; it depicts relationship of Software Quality 
Assurance actions (umbrella activities) with framework actions (framework activities).

Once code has been created, the team moves up the right side performing a series of  
tests that validate each of models on the left side.

In reality, no fundamental difference between two models.

!!!

Did you hear about 
Software Testing Engineer 
job/position?

A very wide-spread 
position in SD industry
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Linear Process Flow: Classic Incremental ModelLinear Process Flow: Classic Incremental Model
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The Incremental Model: Real World ExampleThe Incremental Model: Real World Example

 By September 1991, Linux version 0.01 was released. It had 10,239 lines of code. 
 In October 1991, Linux version 0.02 was released.
 In December 1991, Linux 0.11 was released. This version was the first to be self-hosted - Linux 0.11 

could be compiled by a computer running Linux 0.11.
 When he released version 0.12 in February 1992, Torvalds adopted the GNU General Public License

(GPL) over his previous self-drafted license, which had not permitted commercial redistribution.
 In March 1992, Linux version 0.95 was the first to be capable of running X. This large version number 

jump (from 0.1x to 0.9x) was due to a feeling that a version 1.0 with no major missing pieces was 
imminent. However, this proved to be somewhat overoptimistic, and from 1993 to early 1994, 15 
development versions of version 0.99 appeared.

 On 14 March 1994, Linux 1.0.0 was released, with 176,250 lines of code. 
 In March 1995, Linux 1.2.0 was released (310,950 lines of code).
 Version 2 of Linux, released on 9 June 1996, was followed by additional major versions under the 

version 2 header, including the following ones:
 25 January 1999 - Linux 2.2.0 was released (1,800,847 lines of code).
 18 December 1999 - IBM mainframe patches for 2.2.13 were published, allowing Linux to be used on

enterprise-class machines.
 4 January 2001 - Linux 2.4.0 was released (3,377,902 lines of code).
 17 December 2003 - Linux 2.6.0 was released (5,929,913 lines of code).
 9 June 2009 - Linux 2.6.30 was released (11,637,173 lines of code).

 May 18, 2011 – Linux 2.6.39 was released.

Note: In July 2009 Microsoft contributed 20,000 lines of code to the Linux kernel. The contribution consisted of Hyper-V
drivers, which improve the performance of virtual Linux guest systems in a Windows hosted environment. Microsoft 
licensed its Linux Hyper-V drivers under the GPL. 
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The Incremental Model: The Incremental Model: 
Real World Example (Real World Example (linuxlinux))
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Incremental Models: The RAD (Rapid Application Dev.) Model Incremental Models: The RAD (Rapid Application Dev.) Model 
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RAD Model: A Historic ExcurseRAD Model: A Historic Excurse

 RAD Model was oriented to RAD Model was oriented to revolutionaryrevolutionary software D&D projects.software D&D projects.

 For example, For example, Evolutionary Rapid DevelopmentEvolutionary Rapid Development (ERD) technology was (ERD) technology was 
developed by the Software Productivity Consortium, a technology developed by the Software Productivity Consortium, a technology 
development and integration agent for the Information Technologydevelopment and integration agent for the Information Technology Office of Office of 
the the Defense Advanced Research Projects AgencyDefense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA).(DARPA).

 Orientation to Orientation to revolutionaryrevolutionary breakthroughs in a connected approach: DARPA breakthroughs in a connected approach: DARPA 
historically has focused historically has focused not on incremental but radical innovationnot on incremental but radical innovation. It . It 
emphasizes highemphasizes high--risk investment, moves from fundamental technological risk investment, moves from fundamental technological 
advances to prototypes and system development.advances to prototypes and system development.

 These days, RAD Model is actively used in various SW projects duThese days, RAD Model is actively used in various SW projects due to RAD e to RAD 
tools.tools.
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Desktop RAD Model Tools (examples)Desktop RAD Model Tools (examples)

 Apple Apple XcodeXcode
 C++BuilderC++Builder
 ClarionClarion is a datais a data--centric Advanced Rapid Application Development toolcentric Advanced Rapid Application Development tool
 Code::BlocksCode::Blocks
 DelphiDelphi
 Delphi for PHPDelphi for PHP
 GambasGambas Basic, Open source, Linux Basic, Open source, Linux 
 GuptaGupta Team Developer / Team Developer / SQLWindowsSQLWindows
 HabaneroHabanero
 Microsoft Microsoft Visual BasicVisual Basic
 LazarusLazarus Pascal, Open Source, MultiPascal, Open Source, Multi--platform platform 
 PantherPanther
 RADvolutionRADvolution Designer Designer 
 Runtime RevolutionRuntime Revolution
 REAL software REAL software REALbasicREALbasic
 SoftwellSoftwell MakerMaker is a desktop IDE with a crossis a desktop IDE with a cross--plataformplataform deployment component allowing publish application into almost deployment component allowing publish application into almost 

any Java enable system. any Java enable system. 
 Thoroughbred Thoroughbred OPENworkshopOPENworkshop is a RAD for Windows, UNIX, Linux, and OpenVMS is a RAD for Windows, UNIX, Linux, and OpenVMS 
 The Virtual Enterprise is an The Virtual Enterprise is an Interactive Voice ResponseInteractive Voice Response (IVR) toolkit developed specifically for telephony and speech (IVR) toolkit developed specifically for telephony and speech 

inside inside Microsoft Visual StudioMicrosoft Visual Studio.NET. .NET. 
 wxDevwxDev--C++C++
 Microsoft Microsoft Visual Visual FoxproFoxpro
 WinDevWinDev
 XVTXVT
 MXMX--Frame Frame -- Business Application Framework Business Application Framework 
 GNAVIGNAVI
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Database RAD Tools (examples)Database RAD Tools (examples)

 Base One Foundation Component Library (BFC)Base One Foundation Component Library (BFC) is a RAD framework for building is a RAD framework for building .NET.NET applications using applications using SQL ServerSQL Server, , 
OracleOracle, , DB2DB2, , SybaseSybase, and , and MySQLdatabasesMySQLdatabases. . 

 ClarionClarion is a datais a data--centric Advanced Rapid Application Development (ARAD) tool featucentric Advanced Rapid Application Development (ARAD) tool featuring roundtrip code generation. ring roundtrip code generation. 
uniPaaSuniPaaS (by (by Magic SoftwareMagic Software) is a database independent Rapid Application Tool for building ) is a database independent Rapid Application Tool for building traditional GUI applications as traditional GUI applications as 
well as scaling enterprisewell as scaling enterprise--level websites. level websites. IBM Rational Business Developer ExtensionIBM Rational Business Developer Extension supports database application supports database application 
development for development for IBM DB2IBM DB2, , IBM InformixIBM Informix, , Oracle databaseOracle database, , Microsoft SQL ServerMicrosoft SQL Server and other JDBC compliant relational and other JDBC compliant relational 
databases. databases. 

 IBM Rational Application DeveloperIBM Rational Application Developer supports database application development for supports database application development for IBM DB2IBM DB2, , IBM InformixIBM Informix, , Oracle Oracle 
databasedatabase, , Microsoft SQL ServerMicrosoft SQL Server and other JDBC compliant relational databases and other JDBC compliant relational databases 

 IBM Lotus NotesIBM Lotus Notes is a RAD environment for collaboration and document management is a RAD environment for collaboration and document management tasks tasks 
 is code generator that builds databaseis code generator that builds database--driven web driven web WebWeb 2.02.0 applications for .NET. It generates application Web pages applications for .NET. It generates application Web pages 

ASPXASPX, user interface code and data access logic (C#, , user interface code and data access logic (C#, Visual Basic .NETVisual Basic .NET; and ; and SQLSQL queries) without handqueries) without hand--coding. coding. 
 FileMakerFileMaker is a crossis a cross--platform database application from FileMaker Inc. (a subsidiary platform database application from FileMaker Inc. (a subsidiary of Apple Inc.) of Apple Inc.) 
 SybaseSybase PowerBuilderPowerBuilder is datais data--driven development tool for creating client/server, distributed,driven development tool for creating client/server, distributed, Web and Smart Clients Web and Smart Clients 

applications for JEE, Win32, and .NET platforms. applications for JEE, Win32, and .NET platforms. 
 is an is an open sourceopen source databasedatabase--driven RAD development environment for building client (desktop)driven RAD development environment for building client (desktop) based applications. based applications. 
 KexiKexi is an is an open sourceopen source databasedatabase--driven RAD development environment for building desktop applicatdriven RAD development environment for building desktop applications. It is considered ions. It is considered 

an alternative to Open Office Base in the Open Source environmenan alternative to Open Office Base in the Open Source environment and provides similar features to commercially t and provides similar features to commercially 
available RAD development environments such as available RAD development environments such as FileMakerFileMaker, , Alpha FiveAlpha Five and and Microsoft AccessMicrosoft Access. . 

 Oracle FormsOracle Forms
 Oracle Application ExpressOracle Application Express (Oracle APEX) is software development environment based on the (Oracle APEX) is software development environment based on the Oracle database. It allows Oracle database. It allows 

a very fast development cycle to be achieved to create web baseda very fast development cycle to be achieved to create web based applications. applications. 
 PantherPanther (and its (and its open sourceopen source version version POSSLPOSSL) is a cross) is a cross--platform (platform (WindowsWindows, , UnixUnix, , LinuxLinux; ; TUITUI, , GUIGUI, , WebWeb), cross), cross--database database 

RAD toolset for development of C/S and RAD toolset for development of C/S and nn--tiertier database oriented applications. database oriented applications. 
 NConstructNConstruct is Windows and Web rapid enterprise application development toois Windows and Web rapid enterprise application development tool and environment for .NET framework. It l and environment for .NET framework. It 

supports supports Oracle databaseOracle database, , Microsoft SQL ServerMicrosoft SQL Server databases and databases and Microsoft AccessMicrosoft Access. . 
 EASYProcessEASYProcess is a .NET based RAD for the creation of web portal interfaces, is a .NET based RAD for the creation of web portal interfaces, work flows, data integration, reporting and work flows, data integration, reporting and 

web services largely focused on the JD Edwards community. web services largely focused on the JD Edwards community. 
 SoftwellSoftwell MakerMaker is a ultra RAP datais a ultra RAP data--centric IDE with a crosscentric IDE with a cross--platform deployment component allowing publish application platform deployment component allowing publish application 

into almost any Java enable system. into almost any Java enable system. 
 WinDevWinDev
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WebWeb--Based RAD Tools (examples)Based RAD Tools (examples)
 Active AgendaActive Agenda's code generator is a RAD development framework using 's code generator is a RAD development framework using XMLXML specification files and the specification files and the PHPPHP development language. development language. 
 Alpha FiveAlpha Five is a commercial RAD development environment for both client andis a commercial RAD development environment for both client and webweb--server based database driven applications. This tool server based database driven applications. This tool 

is typically classified with commercial packages such as is typically classified with commercial packages such as Microsoft AccessMicrosoft Access and and FileMakerFileMaker. . 
 Axiom Stack is an open source web application framework designedAxiom Stack is an open source web application framework designed to foster rapid development through the use of to foster rapid development through the use of ECMAscriptECMAscript

((JavaScriptJavaScript) and ) and JavaJava. Tools such as the . Tools such as the Axiom CMSAxiom CMS and and InspectorInspector are written to aid in application development. are written to aid in application development. 
 BFCBFC is a RAD framework for both client and serveris a RAD framework for both client and server--side development in the .NET environment. side development in the .NET environment. 
 CakePHPCakePHP is a RAD development framework using the is a RAD development framework using the PHPPHP development language. development language. 
 is a visual RAD development environment for webis a visual RAD development environment for web--based database driven application development.  places emphasis based database driven application development.  places emphasis on code on code 

generation technology to provide generation technology to provide ASP.NETASP.NET, , PHPPHP, , JSPJSP, , ServletsServlets, , ColdFusionColdFusion and and PerlPerl language support. language support. 
 ZendZend FrameworkFramework is an open source, objectis an open source, object--oriented web application framework licensed under the New BSD Lioriented web application framework licensed under the New BSD License. cense. 
 DjangoDjango is an open source web application framework, written in Python,is an open source web application framework, written in Python, which loosely follows the modelwhich loosely follows the model--viewview--controller design pattern controller design pattern 
 IBM Rational Business Developer ExtensionIBM Rational Business Developer Extension is a crossis a cross--platform, Rapid Application Development IDE for creating enterprplatform, Rapid Application Development IDE for creating enterprise and web ise and web 

applications and services for Windows, Linux, Unix (Solaris, HPUapplications and services for Windows, Linux, Unix (Solaris, HPUX, AIX), System z and System i X, AIX), System z and System i 
 NConstructNConstruct is Windows and Web rapid enterprise application development toois Windows and Web rapid enterprise application development tool and environment for l and environment for .NET framework.NET framework. . 
 nuBuildernuBuilder is an open source browser based database development tool whichis an open source browser based database development tool which stores all forms, reports, data and any custom code in stores all forms, reports, data and any custom code in 

MySQLMySQL and displays the content dynamically. and displays the content dynamically. 
 Oracle Application Development FrameworkOracle Application Development Framework uses Oracle's uses Oracle's JDeveloperJDeveloper a FREE IDE that supports a FREE IDE that supports ADF'sADF's J2EE based framework. J2EE based framework. 
 PantherPanther (and its (and its open sourceopen source version version POSSLPOSSL) is a cross) is a cross--platform (platform (WindowsWindows, , UnixUnix, , LinuxLinux; ; TUITUI, , GUIGUI, , WebWeb), cross), cross--database RAD toolset for database RAD toolset for 

development of development of C/SC/S and and nn--tiertier database oriented applications. database oriented applications. 
 PylonsPylons is an open source web application framework, written in Python,is an open source web application framework, written in Python, which makes extensive use of the which makes extensive use of the Web Server Gateway Interface Web Server Gateway Interface 

(WSGI)(WSGI) standard to promote restandard to promote re--usability and to separate functionality into distinct modules. usability and to separate functionality into distinct modules. 
 RadicoreRadicore is a RAD development framework using the is a RAD development framework using the PHPPHP development language. It is for building administrative web development language. It is for building administrative web applicatonsapplicatons, not , not 

web sites, and includes a Role Based Access Control (RBAC) systeweb sites, and includes a Role Based Access Control (RBAC) system, Audit Logging system (without database triggers), Data Dictiom, Audit Logging system (without database triggers), Data Dictionary nary 
and Workflow system. and Workflow system. 

 Thoroughbred TThoroughbred T--WEB is a Web RAD tool WEB is a Web RAD tool 
 Web2pyWeb2py is a RAD framework for webis a RAD framework for web--based database driven applications with key features including ibased database driven applications with key features including inn--browser coding support, browser coding support, 

admin/design interface, DAL (database abstraction layer), and tradmin/design interface, DAL (database abstraction layer), and translation support. anslation support. 
 WebDevWebDev
 WavemakerWavemaker Visual Ajax Studio is an openVisual Ajax Studio is an open--source, browsersource, browser--based IDE based on Dojo, Spring and Hibernate. based IDE based on Dojo, Spring and Hibernate. 
 Wolf FrameworksWolf Frameworks is a 100% AJAX, XML & .NET based Platform for designing and delis a 100% AJAX, XML & .NET based Platform for designing and delivering cross platform web applications using a ivering cross platform web applications using a 

browser. browser. 
 Visual Visual WebGuiWebGui Visual Visual WebGuiWebGui (VWG) is an open(VWG) is an open--source rapid application development (RAD) framework for AJAX & source rapid application development (RAD) framework for AJAX & SilverlightSilverlight GUIs. The GUIs. The 

platform presents a new approach to applying desktop usability tplatform presents a new approach to applying desktop usability to the web by viewing it as an extension to a desktop rather thano the web by viewing it as an extension to a desktop rather than web web 
 cakeAppcakeApp an online rapid development tool with WYSIWYG SQL editor and fran online rapid development tool with WYSIWYG SQL editor and framework based on amework based on CakePHPCakePHP. . 
 WavemakerWavemaker Visual Ajax Studio is an openVisual Ajax Studio is an open--source, browsersource, browser--based IDE based on Dojo, Spring and Hibernate. based IDE based on Dojo, Spring and Hibernate. 
 is a web based development and design tool for designing forms is a web based development and design tool for designing forms and pages for mobile and handand pages for mobile and hand--held devices as well as delivering cross held devices as well as delivering cross 

platform web applications using a standard internet browser. platform web applications using a standard internet browser. 
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CrossCross--Platform RAD Tools (examples)Platform RAD Tools (examples)
 Boa constructorBoa constructor is a crossis a cross--platform, platform, wxPythonwxPython based based PythonPython RAD IDE RAD IDE 
 Code::BlocksCode::Blocks is a crossis a cross--platform C/C++ RAD IDE using platform C/C++ RAD IDE using wxWidgetswxWidgets; the latest developmental builds have a built; the latest developmental builds have a built--in form designer in form designer 

wxSmithwxSmith, so it's similar to Borland C++ Builder and Microsoft Visual C+, so it's similar to Borland C++ Builder and Microsoft Visual C++/MFC now. +/MFC now. 
 HyperNextHyperNext is a freeware crossis a freeware cross--platform software development system for Macintosh OS X & OS 9, platform software development system for Macintosh OS X & OS 9, and Microsoft Windows XP & Vista. It and Microsoft Windows XP & Vista. It 

has many similarities with has many similarities with HyperCardHyperCard and can compile to both stand alone applications and stacks forand can compile to both stand alone applications and stacks for the crossthe cross--platform platform HyperNextHyperNext
Player. Player. 

 IBM Rational Business Developer ExtensionIBM Rational Business Developer Extension is a crossis a cross--platform, Rapid Application Development IDE for creating enterprplatform, Rapid Application Development IDE for creating enterprise and web ise and web 
applications and services for Windows, Linux, Unix (Solaris, HPUapplications and services for Windows, Linux, Unix (Solaris, HPUX, AIX), System z and System i X, AIX), System z and System i 

 IBM Rational Application DeveloperIBM Rational Application Developer is a crossis a cross--platform, Rapid Application Development IDE for creating enterprplatform, Rapid Application Development IDE for creating enterprise and web applications ise and web applications 
and services for Windows, Linux and Unix (Solaris, HPUX, AIX) and services for Windows, Linux and Unix (Solaris, HPUX, AIX) 

 LANSALANSA is a development environment for generating applications on mulis a development environment for generating applications on multiple computer systems. The main feature of the LANSA tiple computer systems. The main feature of the LANSA 
environment is the RDML language. It is classified as a 4GL (4thenvironment is the RDML language. It is classified as a 4GL (4th generation computing language). It runs on many systems includigeneration computing language). It runs on many systems including MS ng MS 
Windows, Unix, and Linux. In its first release in 1987, the RDMLWindows, Unix, and Linux. In its first release in 1987, the RDML language was known as lambda language was known as lambda 

 LazarusLazarus is a crossis a cross--platform IDE similar to Borland Delphi. platform IDE similar to Borland Delphi. 
 mm--Power is a Software Development tool which automates applicationPower is a Software Development tool which automates application development and rapidly creates enterprisedevelopment and rapidly creates enterprise--class Web class Web 

applications over any database or platform. applications over any database or platform. 
 NetBeansNetBeans is a crossis a cross--platform, RAD IDE for creating visual desktop, mobile, web, and platform, RAD IDE for creating visual desktop, mobile, web, and SOA applications for Linux, Windows and Mac OS SOA applications for Linux, Windows and Mac OS 

X. The IDE officially supports Java, Ruby, PHP , JavaScript and X. The IDE officially supports Java, Ruby, PHP , JavaScript and C/C++ programming languages. C/C++ programming languages. 
 Omnis StudioOmnis Studio is a crossis a cross--platform, Rapid Application Development tool or IDE for creatingplatform, Rapid Application Development tool or IDE for creating enterprise and web applications for Windows, enterprise and web applications for Windows, 

Linux, Solaris, and Mac OS X. Linux, Solaris, and Mac OS X. 
 ((OpenERPOpenERP) is a RAD framework in python. ) is a RAD framework in python. 
 OpenROADOpenROAD is a crossis a cross--platform IDE for Linux/Unix, Windows with embedded SQL support platform IDE for Linux/Unix, Windows with embedded SQL support 
 PantherPanther (and its (and its open sourceopen source version version POSSLPOSSL) is a cross) is a cross--platform (platform (WindowsWindows, , UnixUnix, , LinuxLinux; ; TUITUI, , GUIGUI, , WebWeb), cross), cross--database RAD toolset for database RAD toolset for 

development of development of C/SC/S and and nn--tiertier database oriented applications. database oriented applications. 
 REALbasicREALbasic is a crossis a cross--platform IDE for creating desktop applications for Windows, Linuplatform IDE for creating desktop applications for Windows, Linux and Mac OS X. x and Mac OS X. 
 Runtime RevolutionRuntime Revolution is a crossis a cross--platform RAD which creates desktop applications for Mac Classic,platform RAD which creates desktop applications for Mac Classic, Mac OS X, Windows 98/Me/XP/Vista, Mac OS X, Windows 98/Me/XP/Vista, 

and various flavors of Linux. and various flavors of Linux. 
 Web Web DynproDynpro is is SAP'sSAP's RAD to create web applications connected to function modules inRAD to create web applications connected to function modules in mySAPmySAP ERP. ERP. 
 RadRailsRadRails is a crossis a cross--platform IDE for creating Ruby on Rails web applications. platform IDE for creating Ruby on Rails web applications. 
 ServoyServoy ServoyServoy is a crossis a cross--platform application development and deployment environment. platform application development and deployment environment. ServoyServoy consists of a GUI designer, is eventconsists of a GUI designer, is event--

driven and runs scripts through JavaScript. driven and runs scripts through JavaScript. ServoyServoy allows applications to be deployed to both a native Smart clienallows applications to be deployed to both a native Smart client / Rich client and to a t / Rich client and to a 
pure HTML Web client from the same codebase and user interface pure HTML Web client from the same codebase and user interface 

 WideStudioWideStudio is an open source integrated development environment for desktois an open source integrated development environment for desktop applications purely p applications purely 
 XVTXVT is a crossis a cross--platform, Rapid Application Development IDE for creating enterprplatform, Rapid Application Development IDE for creating enterprise and desktop applications in C/C++ on Windows, ise and desktop applications in C/C++ on Windows, 

Linux, Unix (Solaris, HPUX, AIX), and Mac Linux, Unix (Solaris, HPUX, AIX), and Mac 
 CA CA PlexPlex, a software development tool that combines the techniques of mo, a software development tool that combines the techniques of modeldel--based development, patterns and code generation to based development, patterns and code generation to 

accelerate the delivery and maintenance of multiaccelerate the delivery and maintenance of multi--platform, distributed business applicationsplatform, distributed business applications
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RAD Model: Pros and ConsRAD Model: Pros and Cons

Advantages of  RAD Model: Advantages of  RAD Model: 
 Fast Fast software development.software development.
 Reduced )probably, significantly) timeReduced )probably, significantly) time--toto--marketmarket (or, development time). (or, development time). 
 Low cost  (overall)Low cost  (overall)
 It helps to identify the It helps to identify the most (probably, several) perspective waymost (probably, several) perspective way of future of future 

developments.developments.

Disadvantages of  RAD Model:Disadvantages of  RAD Model:
 In many cases, a lowIn many cases, a low--cost D&D due to CASE tools … but  they usually generate cost D&D due to CASE tools … but  they usually generate not an not an 

optimal codeoptimal code..
 The process is too fast; as a result, proper The process is too fast; as a result, proper Software Quality AssuranceSoftware Quality Assurance and Testing and Testing 

(especially security testing) (especially security testing) may not be donemay not be done..
 In many cases, software generated is of a In many cases, software generated is of a "throw"throw--away“ type.away“ type. In this case, if a new In this case, if a new 

version of the software is needed, it is developed from scratch version of the software is needed, it is developed from scratch using the newest RAD using the newest RAD 
techniques and tools.techniques and tools.

 It requires It requires extra resourcesextra resources (financial, human, technical, etc.)(financial, human, technical, etc.)
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Evolutionary Process Flow: A Prototyping ModelEvolutionary Process Flow: A Prototyping Model
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Mo de lin g 
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Delive ry 

& Fee dback

Deployment

communication

Quick
plan

Modeling
Quick design

Construction
of prototype

Deployment
delivery &
feedback

Prototyping Model (good first step when customer has a legitimate need, but is clueless about the details, 
developer needs to resist pressure to extend a rough prototype into a production product)
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Types of Prototyping ModelTypes of Prototyping Model

 Throwaway prototypingThrowaway prototyping –– (also  called (also  called close Ended Prototyping, or Rapid Prototypingclose Ended Prototyping, or Rapid Prototyping)  refers to )  refers to 
the creation of a model that will eventually be discarded ratherthe creation of a model that will eventually be discarded rather than becoming part of the final than becoming part of the final 
delivered software.delivered software.

 Evolutionary PrototypingEvolutionary Prototyping (also known as (also known as BreadboardBreadboard PrototypingPrototyping) is quite different from ) is quite different from 
Throwaway Prototyping. The main goal when using Evolutionary ProThrowaway Prototyping. The main goal when using Evolutionary Prototyping is to build a very totyping is to build a very 
robust prototype in a structured manner and constantly refine itrobust prototype in a structured manner and constantly refine it. . 

 Incremental prototypingIncremental prototyping –– In this case  final product is built as separate prototypes. At In this case  final product is built as separate prototypes. At the end the the end the 
separate prototypes are merged in an overall design.separate prototypes are merged in an overall design.

 Extreme prototypingExtreme prototyping ---- Extreme Prototyping as a development process is used for developExtreme Prototyping as a development process is used for developing ing 
especially web applications. Basically, it breaks down web develespecially web applications. Basically, it breaks down web development into three phases, each opment into three phases, each 
one based on the preceding one. one based on the preceding one. 
1) The first phase is a static prototype that consists mainly of1) The first phase is a static prototype that consists mainly of HTML pages. HTML pages. 
2) In the second phase, the screens are programmed and fully fun2) In the second phase, the screens are programmed and fully functional using a simulated ctional using a simulated 
services layer. services layer. 
3) In the third phase the services are implemented. 3) In the third phase the services are implemented. 
The process The process is called Extreme Prototypingis called Extreme Prototyping to draw attention to the second phase of the process, to draw attention to the second phase of the process, 
where a fullywhere a fully--functional UI is developed with very little regard to the actualfunctional UI is developed with very little regard to the actual services to be used.services to be used.
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Prototyping Model: Pros and ConsPrototyping Model: Pros and Cons
Advantages of  Prototyping  Model: Advantages of  Prototyping  Model: 
 Reduced time and costs:Reduced time and costs: Prototyping can improve the quality of requirements and specifiPrototyping can improve the quality of requirements and specifications provided to developers. Because cations provided to developers. Because 

changes cost exponentially more to implement as they are detectechanges cost exponentially more to implement as they are detected later in development, the early determination of d later in development, the early determination of what the user really what the user really 
wantswants can result in faster and less expensive software.can result in faster and less expensive software.

 Improved and increased user involvement:Improved and increased user involvement: Prototyping requires user involvement and allows them to see anPrototyping requires user involvement and allows them to see and interact with a prototype d interact with a prototype 
allowing them to provide better and more complete feedback and sallowing them to provide better and more complete feedback and specifications. The final product is more likely to satisfy the upecifications. The final product is more likely to satisfy the users sers 
desire for look, feel and performance.desire for look, feel and performance.

Disadvantages of  Prototyping Model:Disadvantages of  Prototyping Model:
 Insufficient analysis:Insufficient analysis: The focus on a limited prototype can distract developers from pThe focus on a limited prototype can distract developers from properly analyzing the complete project. This can roperly analyzing the complete project. This can 

lead to overlooking better solutions, preparation of incomplete lead to overlooking better solutions, preparation of incomplete specifications or the conversion of limited prototypes into poorspecifications or the conversion of limited prototypes into poorly ly 
engineered final projects that are hard to engineered final projects that are hard to maintainmaintain. Further, since a prototype is limited in functionality it may . Further, since a prototype is limited in functionality it may not scale well if the not scale well if the 
prototype is used as the basis of a final deliverable, which mayprototype is used as the basis of a final deliverable, which may not be noticed if developers are too focused on building a protnot be noticed if developers are too focused on building a prototype as a otype as a 
model.model.

 User confusion of prototype and finished system:User confusion of prototype and finished system: Users can begin to think that a prototype, intended to be throwUsers can begin to think that a prototype, intended to be thrown away, is actually a n away, is actually a 
final system that merely needs to be finished or polished. (Theyfinal system that merely needs to be finished or polished. (They are, for example, often unaware of the effort needed to add errare, for example, often unaware of the effort needed to add erroror--
checking and security features which a prototype may not have.) checking and security features which a prototype may not have.) This can lead them to expect the prototype to accurately model tThis can lead them to expect the prototype to accurately model the he 
performance of the final system when this is not the intent of tperformance of the final system when this is not the intent of the developers. Users can also become attached to features that whe developers. Users can also become attached to features that were ere 
included in a prototype for consideration and then removed from included in a prototype for consideration and then removed from the specification for a final system. If users are able to requithe specification for a final system. If users are able to require all re all 
proposed features be included in the final system this can lead proposed features be included in the final system this can lead to conflict.to conflict.

 Developer misunderstanding of user objectives:Developer misunderstanding of user objectives: Developers may assume that users share their objectives (e.g. tDevelopers may assume that users share their objectives (e.g. to deliver core o deliver core 
functionality on time and within budget), without understanding functionality on time and within budget), without understanding wider commercial issues. For example, user representatives attenwider commercial issues. For example, user representatives attending ding 
Enterprise softwareEnterprise software (e.g. (e.g. PeopleSoftPeopleSoft) events may have seen demonstrations of "transaction auditing" ) events may have seen demonstrations of "transaction auditing" (where changes are logged and (where changes are logged and 
displayed in a difference grid view) without being told that thidisplayed in a difference grid view) without being told that this feature demands additional coding and often requires more hards feature demands additional coding and often requires more hardware to ware to 
handle extra database accesses. Users might believe they can demhandle extra database accesses. Users might believe they can demand auditing on every field, whereas developers might think thisand auditing on every field, whereas developers might think this is is 
feature creepfeature creep because they have made assumptions about the extent of user reqbecause they have made assumptions about the extent of user requirements. If the solution provider has committed uirements. If the solution provider has committed 
delivery before the user requirements were reviewed, developers delivery before the user requirements were reviewed, developers are between a rock and a hard place, particularly if user manageare between a rock and a hard place, particularly if user management ment 
derives some advantage from their failure to implement requiremederives some advantage from their failure to implement requirements.nts.

 Developer attachment to prototype:Developer attachment to prototype: Developers can also become attached to prototypes they have speDevelopers can also become attached to prototypes they have spent a great deal of effort producing; nt a great deal of effort producing; 
this can lead to problems like attempting to convert a limited pthis can lead to problems like attempting to convert a limited prototype into a final system when it does not have an appropriatrototype into a final system when it does not have an appropriate e 
underlying architecture. (This may suggest that throwaway prototunderlying architecture. (This may suggest that throwaway prototyping, rather than evolutionary prototyping, should be used.)yping, rather than evolutionary prototyping, should be used.)

 Excessive development time of the prototype:Excessive development time of the prototype: A key property to prototyping is the fact that it is supposed tA key property to prototyping is the fact that it is supposed to be done quickly. If the o be done quickly. If the 
developers lose sight of this fact, they very well may try to dedevelopers lose sight of this fact, they very well may try to develop a prototype that is too complex. When the prototype is thrvelop a prototype that is too complex. When the prototype is thrown away own away 
the precisely developed requirements that it provides may not yithe precisely developed requirements that it provides may not yield a sufficient increase in productivity to make up for the timeld a sufficient increase in productivity to make up for the time spent e spent 
developing the prototype. Users can become stuck in debates overdeveloping the prototype. Users can become stuck in debates over details of the prototype, holding up the development team and details of the prototype, holding up the development team and 
delaying the final product.delaying the final product.

 Expense of implementing prototyping:Expense of implementing prototyping: the start up costs for building a development team focused on pthe start up costs for building a development team focused on prototyping may be high. Many rototyping may be high. Many 
companies have development methodologies in place, and changing companies have development methodologies in place, and changing them can mean retraining, retooling, or both. Many companies tenthem can mean retraining, retooling, or both. Many companies tend d 
to just jump into the prototyping without bothering to retrain tto just jump into the prototyping without bothering to retrain their workers as much as they should.heir workers as much as they should.
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Evolutionary Process Flow: A Spiral ModelEvolutionary Process Flow: A Spiral Model

Customer
Communica tion

Pla nning

Construc tion & Release
Customer
Evaluation

Engineering

Risk Analysis

It combines the iterative nature of prototyping AND the controlled and systematic aspects of linear 
sequential model (inner: concept development, new product development, product enhancement, outer: 
product maintenance).
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Spiral Model: Pros and ConsSpiral Model: Pros and Cons

Advantages of the Spiral ModelAdvantages of the Spiral Model

 Evolution of SW Evolution of SW ---- largelarge--scale software products evolve as the software process scale software products evolve as the software process 
progresses (no need to develop final product from the very beginprogresses (no need to develop final product from the very beginning)ning)

 Customer involvementCustomer involvement into software process.into software process.

 Good risk managementGood risk management (with a good risk reduction rate).(with a good risk reduction rate).

 Good change management.Good change management.

 Careful stepCareful step--byby--step  (“spiralstep  (“spiral--byby--spiral”) developmentspiral”) development of SW project. of SW project. It maintains a It maintains a 
systematic stepwise approach like the classic life cycle model, systematic stepwise approach like the classic life cycle model, but also incorporates but also incorporates 
an interactivity in order to reflect the real world.an interactivity in order to reflect the real world.

Disadvantages of the Spiral ModelDisadvantages of the Spiral Model

 Time Time consuming processconsuming process

 Demands considerable riskDemands considerable risk--assessment expertiseassessment expertise..
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Evolutionary Models: Concurrent ModelEvolutionary Models: Concurrent Model

Dual logic -- active or inactive status of each framework activity – has been used in all previous models.

Multi logic – under development, under review, under revision, baselines, awaiting changes, etc. – is used 
in Concurrent Model. 

Under review

Baselined

Done
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revision

Await ing

changes

Under

development

none

Modeling act ivit y

represents the state

of a sof tware engineering
act ivity or task
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Topic # 2Topic # 2
Software Engineering: Process ModelsSoftware Engineering: Process Models

InIn--Classroom ExerciseClassroom Exercise
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Topic # 2:Topic # 2:

Homework AssignmentHomework Assignment

1)1) This is REQUIRED HW assignment. This is REQUIRED HW assignment. 

2)2) This HW is intended to help you to practice with a correspondencThis HW is intended to help you to practice with a correspondence between SE e between SE 
Process Models and specific wellProcess Models and specific well--known commercial software systems. A hint: known commercial software systems. A hint: 
create a list of about 20 wellcreate a list of about 20 well--known software applications that you actively use, and known software applications that you actively use, and 
try to classify them in accordance with learned SE Process Modeltry to classify them in accordance with learned SE Process Models. s. 

3)3) There is NO NEED to email your results to instructor. There is NO NEED to email your results to instructor. 

4)4) This HW  is aimed at your preparation for InThis HW  is aimed at your preparation for In--Classroom Test next class.Classroom Test next class.
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Other Process ModelsOther Process Models

 ComponentComponent--based (rebased (re--usable) software developmentusable) software development —— thethe process to process to 
apply when reuse (reapply when reuse (re--usability) is a development objectiveusability) is a development objective

 Formal methodsFormal methods ——emphasizes the mathematical specification of emphasizes the mathematical specification of 
requirementsrequirements

 Unified ProcessUnified Process ——a “usea “use--case driven, architecturecase driven, architecture--centric, iterative and centric, iterative and 
incremental” software process closely aligned with the incremental” software process closely aligned with the Unified Modeling Unified Modeling 
Language (UML)Language (UML)

 AspectAspect--Oriented Software Development (AOSD)Oriented Software Development (AOSD) ——provides a process provides a process 
and methodological approach for defining, specifying, designing,and methodological approach for defining, specifying, designing, and and 
constructing constructing aspectsaspects
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Chapter 3: Chapter 3: 
Agile Software Development Agile Software Development 

OPTIONALOPTIONAL

(it is a very good idea to read and be aware about (it is a very good idea to read and be aware about 
this emerging SE technology, and this emerging SE technology, and 

take CS593 course)take CS593 course)
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Agile Development: The ManifestoAgile Development: The Manifesto

“We are uncovering better ways of developing software by doing i“We are uncovering better ways of developing software by doing it and helping others t and helping others 
do it.  Through this work we have come to value: do it.  Through this work we have come to value: 

 Individuals and interactions over processes and tools

 Working software over comprehensive documentation

 Customer collaboration over contract negotiation

 Responding to change over following a plan

That is, while there is value in the items on the right, we valuThat is, while there is value in the items on the right, we value the items on the left e the items on the left 
more.”more.”
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Agile Development: An OverviewAgile Development: An Overview

 Agile software engineering represents a Agile software engineering represents a reasonable compromisereasonable compromise between to between to 
conventional software engineering for certain classes of softwarconventional software engineering for certain classes of software and certain types e and certain types 
of software projectsof software projects

 Agile development processes can Agile development processes can deliver successful systems quicklydeliver successful systems quickly

 Agile development Agile development stresses continuous communication and collaborationstresses continuous communication and collaboration
among developers and customersamong developers and customers

 Agile software engineering embraces Agile software engineering embraces a philosophy that encourages customer a philosophy that encourages customer 
satisfaction, incremental software delivery, small project teamssatisfaction, incremental software delivery, small project teams (composed (composed 
of software engineers and stakeholders), informal methods, and mof software engineers and stakeholders), informal methods, and minimal inimal 
software engineering work productssoftware engineering work products

 Agile software engineering development guidelines Agile software engineering development guidelines stress onstress on--time deliverytime delivery of an of an 
operational software increment operational software increment over analysis and designover analysis and design ((the main idea: the main idea: ““the the 
only really important work product is an operational software inonly really important work product is an operational software increment”crement”).).
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Agility in SW DevelopmentAgility in SW Development

 An agile team is able An agile team is able to respond to changes during project developmentto respond to changes during project development

 Agile development recognizes that Agile development recognizes that project plans must be flexibleproject plans must be flexible

 Agility encourages team structures and attitudes that make Agility encourages team structures and attitudes that make communication among communication among 
developers and customers more faciledevelopers and customers more facile

 Eliminates the separation between customers and developersEliminates the separation between customers and developers

 Agility emphasizes the Agility emphasizes the importance of rapid deliveryimportance of rapid delivery of operational software and deof operational software and de--
emphasizes importance of intermediate work productsemphasizes importance of intermediate work products

 Agility Agility can be applied to any software processcan be applied to any software process as long as the project team is as long as the project team is 
allowed to streamline tasks and conduct planning in way that eliallowed to streamline tasks and conduct planning in way that eliminate nonminate non--
essential work productsessential work products

 The costs of change increase rapidly as a project proceeds to coThe costs of change increase rapidly as a project proceeds to completion, mpletion, the the 
earlier a change is made the less costly it will beearlier a change is made the less costly it will be

 Agile processes Agile processes may flatten the cost of change curvemay flatten the cost of change curve by allowing a project team to by allowing a project team to 

make changes late in the project at much lower costsmake changes late in the project at much lower costs
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Agile Process ModelsAgile Process Models

 Extreme Programming (XP)Extreme Programming (XP)

 Adaptive Software Development (ASD)Adaptive Software Development (ASD)

 ScrumScrum

 Dynamic Systems Development Method (DSDM)Dynamic Systems Development Method (DSDM)

 CrystalCrystal

 Feature Driven Development (FDD)Feature Driven Development (FDD)

 Lean Software Development (LSD)Lean Software Development (LSD)

 Agile Modeling (AM)Agile Modeling (AM)

 Agile Unified Process (AUP)Agile Unified Process (AUP)


